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Abstract

Wideness variation technique is compounded the smooth diffusivity-vibration status of the
fulgurate-space realization level (FSRL) on the wideness realization morph. The realization level condition 
by the wideness realization morph system is associated with the diffusivity-vibration system. As to search a 
position of the dot situation, we are acquired of the wideness value with constructed-point point by the 
diffusivity upper structure. The concept of realization level is composed the reference of fulgurate-space
level for variation signal by the wideness vibration morph. Further displaying a smooth variation of the 
FSRL of the maximum-minimum in terms of the diffusivity-vibration morph, and wideness position vibration
that was the a wideness value of the far variation of the Wid-rm-FA-αMAX-MIN with 23.24±3.37 units, that
was the a wideness value of the convenient variation of the Wid-rm-CO-αMAX-MIN with 7.83±1.32 units, that
was the a wideness value of the flank variation of the Wid-rm-FL-αMAX-MIN with 2.99±0.51 units, that was 
the a wideness value of the vicinage variation of the Wid-rm-VI-αMAX-MIN with 0.51±(-0.01) units. The 
diffusivity vibration will be to evaluate at the smooth ability of the diffusivity-vibration morph with 
constructed-point by the wideness realization level on the FSRL that is displayed the fulgurate-space morph
by the realization level system. Diffusivity realization system will be possible to control of a morph by the
special signal and to use a wideness data of diffusivity vibration level.
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1. Introduction

Material moving is used the variation of new dynamic in the resuming through the normal shapes plates. 
During drawing movement, dynamic action merely worked on adjacent moving material. Their situation 
showed dynamic responses of floating nonlinear analysis of material plates by a differential equation [1]. 
Therefore, they signified the variable components associated with the fluid moving material. Also, other 
components condition shows the subjected condition to a crossing moving material. The mathematic 
condition used eigenfunction expansion method with time dependent amplitude factors to realize the effect 
of medium alteration on the dynamic response of the constructed-point [2,3].

In this study, the wideness variation technique is to sustain the smooth realization with the wideness variation by the 
fulgurate-space morph on the material. This smooth morph is combined of the wideness value of the fulgurate-space 
level by the realization structure that is acquired to search a position of the dot situation, is acquired of the wideness 
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value with constructed-point by the diffusivity upper structure. Also, the diffusivity-vibration is to be compounded at
the ability of the diffusivity morph with the constructed-point by the wideness realization level that is realized the 
fulgurate-space realization level by the wideness realization morph system.

2. Theory

The wideness realization morph (Wid-RM) measures a score of upper layer position on the vibration. 
Wid-RM is Overall Vibration Level (OVL), Far-Convenient Vibration Level (FCVL) and Flank-Vicinage 
Vibration Level (FVVL). These levels are standard deviations that assess the path of phase around the side 
layer from the main-position and are measured in degrees. The Wid-RM vibration level scores receive the 
displacement for smooth structure signal in far-convenient (FC) and flank-vicinage (FV). The displacements 
from horizontal along Wid-FC-axes as x-direction and from vertical along Wid-FV-axes as y-direction were 
evaluated as Wid-RM-FC and Wid-RM-FV respectively. FVVL can measure both amplitude and phase of 
the received structure signal as I and Q is the current the far-convenient and flank-vicinage by the 
Wid-RM-FV and Wid-RM-FC. Wid-FC is the modulated carrier of far-convenient on the Wid-RM, Wid-FV 
is the modulated carrier of flank-vicinage on the Wid-RM, ΔPWid-RM is amplitude and phase of the received 
structure signal of the IWid-FC and QWid-FV on the Wid-RM [4,5](1,2). 
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Where, Z0 is the input impedance of the receiver. The indirectly measured upper layer position score data, 
represented as Δγ, is related to the differential reflection coefficient Wid-RM-FC and Wid-RM-FV, can thus 
be obtained as(3):
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Therefore, the test setting that includes the communication range between wideness layer pin and their 
system consist of the properly maintain by the monitoring [6]. Diffusivity upper layer morph (Di-ULM) 
requires a combination scores both Di-ULM-FV and Di-ULM-FC. The Di-ULM-vlaue is calculated from 
absolute β-Wid-RM values, so it is more sensitive to FV-FC and β-Wid-RM level fluctuations. In general, 
the β-Wid-RM based on the Di-ULM makes use of the wide space propagation model (4) of the Di-ULM-FC 
and Di-ULM-FV: 

β-Wid-RM(r)[n.u.] = β-Di-ULM-FC β /rβ-Di-ULM-FV  ≡ β-Wid-RM(r)[dB] = 20log10(β-Di-ULM-FV ) − β-Di-ULM-FC

20log10(r) ---- (4)
The ‘r’ is the range or distance, and β-Di-ULM-FV and β-Di-ULM-FC are coefficients that can be estimated from 

a non-linear regression that minimizes the root mean square (RMS) by a set of between main-position and 
side-position. The expression rate of β-Wid-RM(r) is already linear with respect to β-Di-ULM-FV and β-Di-ULM-FC

[7].

3. Experiments

The wideness realization morph (Wid-RM) is sustained the striking feature of position morph on the dot 
situation. Upper layer position activity is analogized the smooth changes through fulgurate-space upper layer 
level (FSULL). The results of FSULL are influenced to the parameter of diffusivity-vibration position level 
(DVPL). The wideness vibration morph (Wid-VM) is consisted to the exercise of the wideness vibration 
change in the fulgurate-space activity [8,9]. The Wid-RM system is to make the smooth form for the 
constructed-point by the wideness realization morph system (Wid-RMS). Significant of Wid-RM is to make 
the smooth diffusivity level that is similar to a controlled diffusivity-vibration by the upper layer position 
techniques (ULPT). Controlled smooth diffusivity-vibration is integrated in the diffusivity upper layer 
position morph (DULPM) that is leaded by the wideness layer (Wid-L) tool on the dot situation. The 
arithmetic striking feature by Wid-RMS is leaded with compound of output parameters for the 
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constructed-point by the wideness structure (Wid-S) in the diffusivity position morph (Dif-PM). The 
diffusivity-vibration morph (Dif-VM) by Wid-RM is to make with compound of output parameters by the 
diffusivity realization level (Dif-RL) in the Wid-RMS. The Dif-VM was estimated an upper layer 
diffusivity-vibration techniques (ULDVT) of around direction from upper of layer (UOL) on the ULPT of
Wid-RM. The diffusivity realization level morph (Dif-RLM) is acquired diffusivity signal from layer 
structure mechanisms on the ULPT of Wid-RM. The wideness fulgurate-space level (Wid-FSL) is acquired
the diffusivity realization and the diffusivity morph on Dif-RLM. The Dif-RLM is displayed to counter on 
the soft diffusivity signal by the diffusivity realization morph (Dif-RM)[10,11,12] (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. System block of wideness realization morph by fulgurate-space level on the 
wideness variation technique

4. Results and Discussion 

4.1 Properties of the sequence selection
The experiment of Wid-rm-morph is created the Wid-rm-βAVG, Wid-rm-βMAX-MIN and Wid-rm-βMAX-MED

database which are collected from the wideness character vibration morph (Wid-CVM) by the Wid-rm
activities (Table 1). Wideness character vibration morph data are used Matlab6.1 for the calculations. 

Table 1. Average wideness dot morph (Wid-DM): the far WID-FSRL (Wid-rm-FAβMAX-MED), 
convenient WID-FSRL (Wid-rm-COβMAX-MED), flank WID-FSRL (Wid-rm-FLβMAX-MED) and 

vicinage WID-FSRL (Wid-rm-VIβMAX-MED) condition. Average of Wid-rm-βAVG and 
Wid-rm-βMAX-MED.

Average β FA β Avg-WID-FSRL CO β Avg-WID-FSRL FL β Avg-WID-FSRL VI β Avg-WID-FSRL

Wid-rm-βMAX-MIN 23.24±3.37 7.83±1.32 2.99±0.51 0.51±(-0.01)

Wid-rm-βMAX-MED 13.64±3.32 4.07±1.52 1.72±0.27 0.29±0.05
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4.2 Improvements of multiple sequence selections
Wideness realization morph (Wid-RM) is verified the vibration status of the fulgurate-space level (FSL)

on the vibration technque (VT) condition. VT is to fix the smooth objects of the wideness fulgurate-space 
level (Wid-FSL) on the Wid-rm-morph. And, VT is to maintain the equivalent things of the dot situation on
the Wid-rm-morph. The results are verified for the character the wideness realization morph system 
(Wid-RMS) in accordance with the parameter of fulgurate-space realization level (FSRL). The experiment is 
induced excellently an alteration of FSRL is displayed in the diffusivity realization morph activities 
(Di-RMA).

Comparison Database of Wid-FSRL on the Wid-rm-βAVG and Wid-rm-βMAX-MIN and Wid-rm-βMAX-MED  
Wideness realization morph (Wid-RM) on the far (FA-β) condition is to be express smooth a wideness 

fulgurate-space realization level (Wid-FSRL) value for the Wid-rm-FA-βAVG, Wid-rm-FA-βMAX-MIN and 
Wid-rm-FA-βMAX-MED (Figure 2). The large wideness of the Wid-rm-FA-βAVG is to the dot-flank-vicinage 
(DFV) direction in the Wid-RMS. Besides, Wid-rm activities of far Wid-FSRL are the small wideness to 
difference between the Wid-rm-FA-β MAX-MIN and Wid-rm-FA-βMAX-MED with the same direction in the 
Wid-RMS. In the Wid-rm activities of far Wid-FSRL is verified a large wideness at 16.46±11.68 unit with 
Wid-rm-FA-βAVG of the wideness dot morph (Wid-DM). In the far Wid-FSRL of Wid-rm activities is 
verified a very largl wideness at 23.24±3.37 unit with Wid-rm-FA-βMAX-MIN in the Wid-RMS. The 
excellently, this activities of wideness dot morph (Wid-DM) in the far Wid-FSRL is to be acquired that a 
wideness influence is happen the flank-vicinage (FV) direction in the Wid-RMS. It is a significant role in the 
wideness activities of a Wid-rm-Far of far vibration. In the wideness of Wid-rm activities is verified a large 
wideness at 13.64±3.32 unit with Wid-rm-FA-βMAX-MED. The diffusivity phenomenon of the far Wid-FSRL is 
induced significant to change the Wid-RMS by the diffusivity dot in the Wid-rm activities direction. 

Wideness realization morph (Wid-RM) of convenient (CO-β) condition is to be express smooth a 
wideness fulgurate-space realization level (Wid-FSRL) value for the Wid-rm-CO-βAVG, 
Wid-rm-CO-βMAX-MIN and Wid-rm-CO-βMAX-MED (Figure 2). Wid-rm activities of convenient Wid-FSRL are
the some wideness to difference between Wid-rm-CO-βAVG and Wid-rm-CO-βMIN with the same direction in 
the Wid-RMS. Besides, the Wid-rm activities of convenient Wid-FSRL is to be verified a small wideness at 
Wid-rm-CO-βMAX-MED of the wideness dot morph (Wid-DM) on the FV direction in the Wid-RMS. Wid-rm 
activities of convenient Wid-FSRL are verified large wideness at 9.01±3.92 unit with Wid-rm-CO-βAVG of 
the wideness dot morph (Wid-DM). In the convenient Wid-FSRL of Wid-rm activities is verified larg at 
7.83±1.32 unit with Wid-rm-CO-βMAX-MIN on the FC direction in the Wid-RMS. The excellently, this 
activities of wideness dot morph (Wid-DM) in the convenient Wid-FSRL is to be acquired that a wideness is 
happen the same direction in the Wid-RMS. But, it is a minute role in the wideness activities of a convenient
vibration. In the wideness of Wid-rm activities is verified small wideness at 4.07±1.52 unit with 
Wid-rm-CO-βMAX-MED on the FC direction. The diffusivity phenomenon of the convenient Wid-FSRL is 
induced significant to change the Ddi-RFS by the diffusivity dot in the same direction. The convenient
Wid-FSRL is verified to change a very more variation of diffusivity vibration than the far Wid-FSRL in the 
Wid-rm activities direction.  

Wideness realization morph (Wid-RM) of flank (FL-β) condition is to be express smooth a wideness 
fulgurate-space realization level (Wid-FSRL) value for the Wid-rm-FL-βAVG, Wid-rm-FL-βMAX-MIN and 
Wid-rm-FL-βMAX-MED (Figure 2). Wid-rm activities of flank Wid-FSRL is verified small wideness at 
Wid-rm-FL-βAVG and Wid-rm-FL-βMAX-MIN of the wideness dot morph (Wid-DM) on the DFV direction in 
the Wid-RMS. Besides, differently the very small wideness value of Wid-rm-FL-βMAX-MED is to the DFV 
direction in the Wid-RMS. Wid-rm activities of flank Wid-FSRL is verified small wideness at 2.87±1.50 unit 
with Wid-rm-FL-βAVG of the wideness dot morph (Wid-DM). In the flank Wid-FSRL of Wid-rm activities is 
verified small at 2.99±0.51 unit with Wid-rm-FL-βMAX-MIN on the FC direction in the Wid-RMS. The 
excellently, this activities of the wideness dot morph (Wid-DM) in the flank Wid-FSRL is to be acquired that 
a wideness is happen the same direction in the Wid-RMS. But, it is an excellently role in the wideness 
activities of a flank vibration. In the wideness of Wid-rm activities is verified small wideness at 1.72±0.27 
unit with Wid-rm-FL-βMAX-MED. The diffusivity phenomenon of the flank Wid-FSRL is induced excellently 
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to change the Wid-RMS by the diffusivity dot in the same direction. The flank Wid-FSRL is induced 
significant to change the DRFS by the diffusivity vibration at the Wid-rm activities.

Wideness realization morph (Wid-RM) of vicinage (VI-β) condition is to be express smooth a wideness 
fulgurate-space realization level (Wid-FSRL) value for the Wid-rm-VI-βAVG, Wid-rm-VI-βMAX-MIN and 
Wid-rm-VI-βMAX-MED (Figure 2). Wid-rm activities of vicinage Wid-FSRL is verified small wideness at 
Wid-rm-VI-βAVG and Wid-rm-VI-βMAX-MIN of the wideness dot morph (Wid-DM) on the FC direction in the 
Wid-RMS. Besides, differently the small wideness value of Wid-rm-VI-βMAX-MED is to the DFV direction in 
the Wid-RMS. Wid-rm activities of vicinage Wid-FSRL is verified very small wideness at 0.53±0.25 unit 
with Wid-rm-VI-βAVG of the wideness dot morph (Wid-DM). In the vicinage Wid-FSRL of Wid-rm activities 
is verified very little at 0.51±(-0.01) unit with Wid-rm-VI-βMAX-MIN on the FC direction in the Wid-RMS. The 
excellently, this activities of the wideness dot morph (Wid-DM) in the vicinage Wid-FSRL is to be acquired
that a wideness is happen the same direction in the Wid-RMS. But, it is an excellently role in the wideness 
activities of a vicinage vibration. In the wideness of Wid-rm activities is verified very small wideness at 
0.29±0.05 unit with Wid-rm-VI-βMAX-MED on the FC direction in the Wid-RMS. The diffusivity phenomenon 
of the vicinage Wid-FSRL is induced significant to change the Wid-RMS by the diffusivity dot in the 
Wid-FV direction. The vicinage Wid-FSRL is induced slightly to change the Wid-RMS by the diffusivity
vibration at the Wid-rm activities.
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Figure 2. Wid-rm-morph of the data on the wideness condition for activities: parameter of the 
Wid-rm-βAVG and Wid-rm-βMAX-MIN and Wid-rm-βMAX-MED.

5. Conclusion

In this paper was a smooth diffusivity variation technique that was compounded of the vibration 
realization with the wideness realization morph by the fulgurate-space realization level. This morph was 
displayed a value of the wideness vibration morph (Wid-VM) by the realization rate, to acquire a variation
data from the basis reference by fulgurate-space level (FSL). As to search a position of the dot situation, we 
are acquired of the wideness value with constructed-point by the wideness layer. Also, the diffusivity 
vibration was to assess the capacity of the vibration morph, to use a wideness data of diffusivity vibration 
level on the Dis-FSRL that was displayed the fulgurate-space morph by the wideness realization level 
system.
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